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Consortium meeting #3 

VERN ZAGREB Zagreb –15 -16 November 2017 

 

Attending : 

Adi Koll (P01), Galit Zvi (P01), Nirit Koren- Lawrence (P02), Anna Kupseok (P03), Daniel, 

Levi (P04),  Greenberg Zeevik (P04,)Yaser Awad(P05), Vijay Khare(P06), Mrutyunjay 

Suar(P07), Vivek Nanoti(P09), Rajiv Yashroy(P10), Damien Hanet(P08), Svea 

Heinemann(P11), Sarah Cooper(P12), Tea Gagcro(P13), Iva Bondic(P13), Rui Mendes(P14), 

Carlos Machado 

 

 

Topics: 

Transferring the coordinator from IDC to Tel Hai. 

SinnoLAB infrastructure and equipment purchasing delay 

Economic management of travels and filling out travel reports 

My approval for the projects diagnosis to be submitted to the Parfrieden SinnoLAB WP1. 

 Quality assurance Plan Approval- wp3 

 

During both days, the following topics were presented. Each field leader exhibited a detailed 

presentation on the topic, the WP progress and suggestions for further advancement. 

 

The decisions made are: 

 

 •The consortium confirms the WP1 product submitted by P# 4. The statistical tool will be 

used to diagnose projects, the representatives of the institutions wanted to know how 

significance was obtained, and the statistical tests to examine the significance of the tool 

were presented. The decision allows each institution the flexibility of up to 5%, with respect 

to the unique place and culture characteristics in each of the project partner countries. 

 •In the discussion regarding training progress, the needs of the participants were raised, 

and P# 2 presented the quality questionnaire findings for the training held so far. In the 

discussion, the need to provide work tools and skills required to run the SinnoLAB and to 

support students with ideas was raised. 

 •It was agreed by all the consortium partners, that the training held in India in January 2018, 

time would be provided for internal work, raising suggestions, ideas and dilemmas arising 

from the teams work. 

 •The training dates in Lisbon have been rearranged to accommodate the presentation of the 

project at an international conference held there. 

 •The project's work plan states three digital platforms: the project site, Facebook and Twitter 

- it was decided to change from Twitter to LinkedIn - it is the responsibility of Anna Kapliok # 

3 to build the LinkedIn site. 



   

 •It was decided that the project will run according to quarterly semesters and according to 

the academic calendar. The Coordinator is responsible for constructing an activity, 

dissemination and project progress schedule according to the various WPs, every three 

months. 

 •The last internship is to be held in 2019. A proposal was made to make a change in the 

program and in place of the internship for teachers and managers, to train students who win 

the international competition planned in 2019. The consortium manager is responsible for 

examining the impact of this change on the budgets of the various partners and in 

accordance with the various partners' agreement, to turn to the Brussels office, requesting 

their approva 


